RegulonDB is a DataBase that integrates biological knowledge of the mechanisms that regulate the transcription initiation in Escherichia coli, as well as knowledge on the organization of the genes and regulatory signals into operons in the chromosome. The operon is the basic structure used in RegulonDB to describe the elements and properties of transcriptional regulation. The current version contains information around some 500 regulation mechanisms, essentially for sigma 70 promoters.
INTRODUCTION
The construction of data banks to gather information about biological processes and structures is a growing and active area of research as testified by several specialized databases such as EcoCyc and MetalgenDB, two databases on metabolic pathways in Escherichia coli (1, 2) ; ECO2DBASE, a 2-D gel database of E.coli (3) ; and TRANSFAC, a database on transcription factors in eukaryotic cells (4) . In this paper, we present RegulonDB, a database on transcriptional regulation in E.coli. This database contains information on regulatory features such as promoters, binding sites for regulatory proteins, as well as their associated regulated genes organized into operons, and regulons. Although partial information exists about promoter sequences (5) and regulatory mechanisms (6) , this information has not been integrated into a computer-accessible database. Among other properties, the database contains information on the relative position of regulatory sites, the transcription initiation, the distance to the beginning of the transcribed gene, and their coordinates within the completed E.coli genome (7) . Regulatory interactions are associated with the experimental evidence that supports them and the literature source. The structure of the database together with a description of the main biological properties of gene regulation contained in the database are described in the next sections.
METHOD
RegulonDB was developed using a relational DataBase scheme (8) . A commercial software for building relational databases in Macintosh platform, 4 th Dimension (4 th D) was used (9). Scripts were written into 4 th D to generate the graphical interface for the user, and the interface for updating the data. In addition, Reference Manager (10) was used to organize a parallel literature database. The references included into RegulonDB were initially loaded into Reference Manager, exported from there in a homogenous format, and loaded into RegulonDB. Information was gathered from different sources, such as reviews on gene regulation (6), on promoter sequences (5), other databases (11), searches in Medline and, in a smaller fraction, from GenBank (12) . Scripts were written in Perl (13) to manipulate this information.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE DATABASE

Operons and regulatory interactions
RegulonDB essentially describes the interactions of regulatory proteins and their associated binding sites, as well as the organization of regulatory features (sites, genes, and promoters) into their associated operons and regulons. The definition of operon that this database is built upon is that of a polycistronic transcribed unit with its associated regulatory sites, whereas a regulon is defined as a group of operons controlled by one regulator (14) (15) (16) . As discussed below, operons and their internal structure are described by tables in a hierarchical organization. On the other hand, a regulatory interaction (RI) can be defined as a quadrutuple RI(P, RP, S, F) where P is the regulated promoter, RP, the regulatory protein, S, the site where the regulator binds, and F, the function or regulatory effect on the regulated promoter. The table called regulatory interactions is the core for this description into the relational model as described below. (To facilitate comprehension, tables will be indicated in boldface and fields in italics in the text.)
The relational structure A relational DB system consists of a set of a tables and a set of relations between tables, where each table contains codified information (attributes) about a particular object, such as operons, promoters, regulatory interactions, etc.; and a relation between two objects is defined by listing the two objects as an ordered pair. The relational design of RegulonDB involved modeling of the internal structure of operons into regulatory sites, promoters and genes, on the one hand; of the physical interactions of the molecules involved in transcription regulation, on the other hand. This model is described in Figure 1 . This model distinguishes virtual, functional and structural objects; one-to-n and n-to-n relationships between the objects. See text for more description of the model. Figure 1 shows two types of relationships, simple and complex ones. A simple relationship is a one-to-n relationship between two objects, for example, the relationship between operons and promoters; certainly, one operon can contain several promoters, and one promoter belongs to a single operon. Complex relationships between two objects need the creation of an intermediate table that does not correspond to any object; these are n-to-n relationships (see the diamonds in Fig. 1 ). An example of one complex relationship is presented below. As a first approximation of the model of gene regulation underlying the database, we can say that it contains three types of objects: those that define 'apparent physical entities' or biological structures (i.e. operons, promoters, genes, signals, polypetides, protein complexes, matrices and alignments); the functional table that describes the complex regulatory interactions, and one virtual object.
We call the first type 'apparent physical entities' because in a deeper consideration we see it is more adequate to think of operons, promoters and even genes, as functional properties mapped on specific sequences, more than DNA sequences with inherent properties (for a more detailed discussion see 17, and a related discussion in 18). The table of regulatory interactions models the quadru-tuple RI function. Finally, regulons are virtual objects since there is no regulon table in the database, they are generated with a program using information contained in other tables.
The diagram of the implementation of this model with 4 th D is shown in Figure 2 , where tables with their attributes, and relationships among tables, are described. A one-to-n relationship is described by an arrow between two tables in Figure 2 , and complex relationships are modeled by the so-called 'link-tables'.
One example of a complex relationship is the one among genes and promoters described by the genes-link table. Certainly, one gene can be transcribed from several promoters, and one promoter can initiate transcription of several genes. This table permits to model in the database an operon such as the one shown in Figure 3 , where promoter A (pA) transcribes genes G1, G2 and G3, and promoter B (pB) transcribes G2 and G3. Each promoter is described separately within the table of promoters, and each gene is described separately within the table of genes. The genes-link table contains the relationships described by the pairs (pA, G1), (pA, G2), (pA, G3) and (pB, G2), (pB, G3). Additional link tables are for instance the signals-link table that connects signaling metabolites with the regulatory interactions, and the conditions-link table connecting physiological conditions with their associated regulatory interactions.
It is important to note that these simple and complex interactions are in fact defining a hierarchy within the tables in the model. One example is the hierarchical relation between regulatory interactions on one hand, and promoters and proteins on the other. A regulatory interaction cannot be described if a regulated promoter and its associated regulatory protein have not been previously described. Similarly, genes and promoters must belong to a given operon, and therefore, only genes and promoters which can be defined as part of an operon are included in the database. This hierarchical organization is reflected in practice in our programs for updating of information in the database. Examples of the biological complexity of operon organization and regulatory interactions are presented in more detail in a subsequent paper.
TABLES AND THEIR RELATIONS
In terms of the biology, RegulonDB comprises five main tables: regulatory interactions, protein complexes, promoters, genes and operons. All of them have a field external_database with information of references to other DataBase.
The table of regulatory interactions contains its identifier regulatory_interaction_id, the IDs (identifiers) corresponding to the two objects involved in a regulatory interaction: the regulatory protein (protein_complex_id), and the promoter that is being regulated (promoter_id); the information on the site is part of the table itself (site_id), this number groups all regulatory interactions that share the same physical site in the DNA, all these interactions will have the same site_id. Other attributes are synonyms, position_center from transcription initiation, as well as the function (activator, repressor or dual). Another important feature in this table is the type_evidence associated to a given regulatory interaction. These are organized into four classes following (6): whether there is (i) mutational experiments proving the protein-DNA binding site interaction, (ii) specific binding of the purified protein, (iii) evidence of binding with non-purified protein, or (iv) simple sequence similarity with other sites for a regulatory protein. Additional features not yet filled include affinity between the protein and the site (both experimentally and computationally derived), regulation_ratio (between the level of basal and regulated expression). A set of regulatory interaction can form a regulatory phrase (see the regulatory phrase table below for more explanation), the regulatory_phrase_id identifies this phrase. Another attribute is that of notes containing comments about the regulatory interaction.
The table of protein complexes contains the protein_com-plex_id, the protein_name, synonyms, and properties of the regulatory proteins such as their evolutionary family membership in protein_family, the molecular_weight, the sequence_length, symmetry (direct repeat, inverted repeat or asymmetric) and their multimeric_organization, a number indicating if the protein is a monomer, dimer, tetramer, etc. Notes contains comments about the protein complex.
The table of promoters contains the identifier promoter_id, the promoter_name, synonyms, and the operon_id to which it belongs, as well as information on strand (reverse or forward) orientation, the sigma_factor_type, the position of transcription initiation in the genome (position_plus_one), and the distance_first_gene that is transcribed within the operon. Additional features not yet completed include basal_trans_value that is a number indicating the rate of transcription of the promoter in the absence of any regulation; the equilibrium_constant for the binding of the RNA polymerase to the promoter; the kinetic_con-stant of the transition from closed to open complex, and strength_sequence, the score of the promoter using the weight matrix for the given type of promoter. Notes contains comments about the promoter.
The table of genes contains the gene_id, gene_name; and synonyms, as well as properties describing the position of genes in the genome (initial_position and end_position), the size of the gene sequence_length, strand, product, and termination_features (if the gene contains a termination signal). Polypeptide_id links the protein complex with the polyptides that form it. We have not collected much information on the regulated genes and the functional properties of their products since that information can be found in other databases such as SWISSPROT or EcoCyc. We plan to include EcoCyc accession numbers to all genes. Notes contains comments about the gene.
The table of operons contains the operon_id, operon_name, species, and synonyms. Additional features not yet completed include termination_dep (termination depended; one of, yes or not) and termination_protein (name of terminator protein). Notes contains comments about the operon.
Additional tables that enrich the description on gene regulation are: regulatory phrases, conditions, signals, polypeptides, matrices, matrix_rows, alignments, and alignment_rows; altogether with the link tables: genes_link_table, signals_link_table, conditions_link_table.
When a single promoter is regulated by several regulatory interactions, these can be grouped, since they participate in a single regulatory mechanism or phrase affecting coordinately the promoter activity. These phrases are described in the regulatory phrases table in the database; regulatory phrases are classified (phrase_description), as homologous or heterologous; positive, negative, or dual. A group of regulatory interactions is homologous if all sites bind the same protein and heterologous otherwise. A group is negative if all sites repress the promoter, positive if all activate the promoter, or dual if it contains activator and repressor sites. Other fields are phrase_ID, the phrase (a description of the set of sites that define the phrase) , the regulation_ratio (number of times the given promoter is turned on or off), on_half_life (half life to turn on the regulated gene), and off_half_life (half life to turn off the regulated gene). The three last are not yet filled in.
The database encodes in the conditions table the physiological conditions under which mechanisms are turned on or off in the cell, the fields are: condition_id, and condition_description. This table is not completed yet. The signal metabolite that is responsible for the relevant change of conformation of the regulatory protein (i.e. allolactose for LacI, cAMP for CRP, etc.) is described in the signals table, the fields in this table are signal_id, and signal_name. Links between these features and the regulatory interactions are located within the signals_link_table and conditions_link_table tables using the regulatory_interac-tion_id and conditions_id or signals_id in each case. The genes-link_table lists, for a given promoter, the ids of the genes that are transcribed from that promoter (promoter_id, gene_id). The tables for matrix_rows (matrix_id, column_number, frequency_in_A, frequency_in_G, frequency_in_C and frequency_in_T) and alignment_rows (alignment_id, regulatory_interaction_id and alignment_row) describe the weight matrix and the associated multiple alignment for a set of binding sites (when there are enough of them) for a given protein. The matrices were generated using the program Wconsensus (19) . The matrix selected is the one with the lowest expected frequency that includes all the known functional sites for a protein. The matrices and alignments tables connects this information to the Data Base using the protein_complex_id, matrix_id or alignment_id and the method used to generate the matrix and the alignment. The table for polypetides contains polypeptide_id, polypeptide_name, synonyms, notes and the molecular_weight. The polypeptides-link_table links the polypetides with the protein complexes and contains the component_coefficient (the number the monomers that contribute to the protein complex), the id's polypeptide_id, and protein_complex_id.
As mentioned before not all these fields are comprehensively completed. Figure 2 contains in plain text those fields for which there is information in some cases, and in italics those for which no information is present within the current version 1.0 of RegulonDB. A comprehensive description of each field of the database can be found in the documentation on our ftp site. In Table 1 , a summary of the amount currently contained in the main fields of the database is presented.
Note that though several regulatory interactions do not have an explicit reference associated, at least one reference to an external literature database such as a Medline accession number, or a GenBank accession number is associated to each regulatory interaction. In this way, we made sure that every regulatory interaction in RegulonDB is supported by at least one reference to the literature. 
